
 



(Jeannie Clark , copyright) Image 2,  
Pattern design for a placement print.

(Jeannie Clark, copyright ) Image 1,  
Repeat pattern on fabric, using a grid 
brick design and a vanishing fine line 
fabric marker.

In image 2, the design takes into consideration the shape of the chair. The initial ideas 
were sketched out in pencil  on tracing paper.  Alternatively  you can use layout paper. 
The initial idea is then retraced using a black pen. The whole image can then be 
transferred to a linocut plate or made using smaller sections.

Composition  
Arriving  at a composition for a fine art print or textiles design, can be achieved in 
many different ways. In my video I explore a few of these options, please take a look.

In image 1, a textile composition can be achieved using a grid and a single linocut 
plate .



 

(Jeannie Clark Copyright ), Image 3, Title “Figures”  

(Jeannie Clark Copyright ) Image 4”, Title  “Jumping Deer”

In images 3 , 4 and 5 are  compositions being developed  using photocopies of a single 
linocut print. This way of working is much more fluid,  and ideas can be developed by 
moving shapes/images around. The design ideas are  being developed by changing  the 
scale of the image,  using a photocopier set at 100%, 75% and 50%.



 

(Jeannie Clark Copyright) Image 6,  ideas in progress using cut 
paper shapes . Once the idea has been resolved these can then 
be traced onto a linocut plate.

(Jeannie Clark  Copyright ) Image 5, this is the 
original image.  I’ve taken  sections from the 
above image to make a new compositions in  
images 3, 4, and 5. 



 

(Jeannie Clark Copyright) Image 7, Chair 
design using cut paper sections 

( Jeannie Clark copyright )
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Trace out the shape of your chair. Mark the centre line, and mark the area in 
which you wish to create your design . I’ve marked my shape in black pen, and 
remember to  add turnings . Have fun moving your paper shapes into different 
positions and trace over these when you are happy.




